EURO VAULT
Installation
Instructions

Select a good sound level floor onto
which to fix your safe and ensure that
no services will be interfered with
during fitting.
The safe must be anchored to the floor
through the fixing holes provided in the
base. Further securing positions at
the rear allow for additional fixing.
The type of fixing bolt to be used
depends on the structure to which the
safe is to be anchored.

Euro Vault freestanding safes are
designed to be positioned and
secured to the floor.
There is the option of fixing to
the wall.
Please read all instructions before
commencing installation

The Euro Vault is supplied with coach
screws and nylon plug fixings but if
fixing to particular structures (where
other types of fixing are better suited)
it will be necessary to purchase
specific fixing bolts.
•
•

Location:
The decision on where to site and
install your Euro Vault should take all
possible attack methods into
consideration.
Where possible fix the safe so as to
restrict access to the bottom, sides
and top.

•

Using the safe as a template, mark
fixing positions on surface to be
drilled.
Ensure that full access to the safe
will be possible when mounted in
this position.
Reposition safe, insert fixings and
tighten as necessary.

The safe is equipped with either an
electronic keypad with override key or
a Euro cylinder lock with 2 keys.
Keep the override key or spare key
in a secure place - not in the safe.

When fixing the safe to the floor
against a wall, any obstacles such as
skirting board should be removed so
there is no gap between the back of
the safe and the wall.
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